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Abstract

The exceptionally strong and long-lived Arctic stratospheric polar vortex in 2019/2020 resulted in large transport anomalies

throughout the fall-winter-spring period from vortex development to breakup. These anomalies are studied using Aura MLS

long-lived trace gas data for N2O, H2O,and CO, ACE-FTS CH4 , and meteorological and trace gas fields from reanalyses.

Strongest anomalies are seen throughout the winter in the lower through middle stratosphere (from about 500K through

700K), with record low (high) departures from climatology in N2O and CH4 (H2O). CO also shows extreme high anomalies in

midwinter through spring down to about 550K. Examination of descent rates, vortex confinement, and trace gas distributions

in the preceding months indicates that the early-winter anomalies in N2O and H2O arose primarily from entrainment of air

with already-anomalous values (which likely resulted from transport linked to an early January sudden stratospheric warming

the previous winter during a favorable quasi-biennial oscillation phase) into the vortex as it developed in fall 2019 followed by

descent of those anomalies to lower levels within the vortex. Trace gas anomalies in midwinter through the late vortex breakup

in spring 2020 arose primarily from inhibition of mixing between vortex and extravortex air because of the exceptionally strong

and persistent vortex. Persistent strong N2O and H2O gradients across the vortex edge demonstrate that air within the vortex

and its remnants remained very strongly confined through late April (mid-May) in the middle (lower) stratosphere.
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Key Points:14

• Anomalies in long-lived trace gases in the exceptionally strong 2019/2020 stratospheric15

polar vortex are studied using Aura MLS measurements16

• Fall/early winter trace gas anomalies arose mainly from entrainment of existing anoma-17

lies into the developing vortex followed by descent18

• Inhibition of mixing between air within and outside of the strong and persistent vortex led19

to midwinter/spring transport anomalies20
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Abstract21

The exceptionally strong and long-lived Arctic stratospheric polar vortex in 2019/2020 resulted22

in large transport anomalies throughout the fall-winter-spring period from vortex development23

to breakup. These anomalies are studied using Aura MLS long-lived trace gas data for N2O, H2O,24

and CO, ACE-FTS CH4, and meteorological and trace gas fields from reanalyses. Strongest anoma-25

lies are seen throughout the winter in the lower through middle stratosphere (from about 500 K26

through 700 K), with record low (high) departures from climatology in N2O and CH4 (H2O). CO27

also shows extreme high anomalies in midwinter through spring down to about 550 K. Exam-28

ination of descent rates, vortex confinement, and trace gas distributions in the preceding months29

indicates that the early-winter anomalies in N2O and H2O arose primarily from entrainment of30

air with already-anomalous values (which likely resulted from transport linked to an early Jan-31

uary sudden stratospheric warming the previous winter during a favorable quasi-biennial oscil-32

lation phase) into the vortex as it developed in fall 2019 followed by descent of those anomalies33

to lower levels within the vortex. Trace gas anomalies in midwinter through the late vortex breakup34

in spring 2020 arose primarily from inhibition of mixing between vortex and extravortex air be-35

cause of the exceptionally strong and persistent vortex. Persistent strong N2O and H2O gradi-36

ents across the vortex edge demonstrate that air within the vortex and its remnants remained very37

strongly confined through late April (mid-May) in the middle (lower) stratosphere.38

Plain Language Summary39

The wintertime Arctic stratospheric polar vortex in 2019/2020 was exceptionally strong40

and persisted unusually late into spring. This led to Arctic ozone loss and impacts on Northern41

Hemisphere weather. We use measurements of long-lived trace gases from two satellite instru-42

ments that have been observing for over 17 years to study how isolated the air inside the vortex43

was from that outside; the degree of mixing between interior and exterior air is controlled by the44

strength of the vortex. In 2019/2020, these gases, which are not affected by chemistry during the45

study period, showed the largest departures from typical values ever observed. We found that the46

anomalies arose from two sources: In fall and early winter, pre-existing extreme values were in-47

corporated into the stratospheric polar vortex as it developed and then were transported down-48

ward to lower levels. In late winter and spring, the trace gas concentrations were unusual because49

air was almost completely confined within the exceptionally strong and persistent vortex and re-50

mained that way much longer than usual. These results have implications for the evolution of trace51

gases that can affect radiative processes related to climate.52

1 Introduction53

The stratospheric polar vortex in the 2019/2020 Arctic winter was the strongest, most per-54

sistent, and most consistently cold on record (e.g., Lawrence et al., 2020). Persistently low tem-55

peratures as well as vortex confinement later in spring than usual resulted in record low ozone56

in the lower stratospheric vortex (lower than that in 2010/2011, the previous record, e.g., Man-57

ney et al., 2020; Wohltmann et al., 2020, 2021; Weber et al., 2021). Such an exceptionally strong58

stratospheric polar vortex was associated with substantial changes in the middle atmospheric cir-59

culation extending through the stratosphere and above (e.g., Lawrence et al., 2020; Lukianova60

et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2022), as well as coupling with the troposphere (e.g., Lawrence et al., 2020;61

Rupp et al., 2022).62

Strong and persistent vortex confinement such as that in 2019/2020 not only is critical to63

extended polar processing in the lower stratospheric vortex but is also associated with anoma-64

lies in 3D transport. Most obvious, perhaps, is the association of a stronger vortex with weak mix-65

ing across its edge. Furthermore, a more persistent vortex results in substantial confinement within66

it later into the spring (including confinement of low ozone resulting from chemical depletion)67

(Knudsen & Grooß, 2000; Marchand et al., 2003; Manney, Santee, et al., 2011; Manney & Lawrence,68

2016; Manney et al., 2020, and references therein). Several studies focusing primarily on the ex-69

ceptional ozone loss in 2019/2020 have noted in passing some aspects of anomalous transport;70
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in particular, Manney et al. (2020) reported atypically low N2O in the lower stratospheric vor-71

tex seen in Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) data starting as early as November 2019. Un-72

usually low N2O could arise from stronger diabatic descent, descent of lower values, reduced mix-73

ing across the vortex edge, or a combination of these processes. Manney et al. (2020) also noted74

unusually high H2O, which would be consistent with transport effects controlling both species’75

evolution. Using ground-based column HF measurements in the high Arctic as a tracer of ver-76

tical motion, Bognar et al. (2021) suggest that descent may have been weaker than usual in 2019/2020,77

but this result is uncertain because of the limited data in other years for comparison and because78

of the difficulty of distinguishing these effects in column data. Inness et al. (2020) and Feng et79

al. (2021) both show that dynamical and transport processes resulted in less replenishment of ozone80

in spring 2020 than is typical in the Arctic. Their analysis, primarily using column ozone, did81

not allow the effects of descent to be distinguished from those of mixing. In addition, they were82

unable to differentiate between transport-related effects (such as variations in descent and mix-83

ing) and the dynamical impact of large interannual variations in temperature on column ozone84

amounts via the density-induced correlation between temperature and column ozone. (See, e.g.,85

supplementary information for Manney, Santee, et al. (2011, and references therein) for discus-86

sion of the difficulty in distinguishing dynamical and transport effects using column ozone mea-87

surements and the dynamical relationship of low temperatures to low column ozone.) The 3D88

structure of trace gas profiles, differences in which can also result in anomalies in the absence89

of anomalous descent or mixing rates, have not been explored. Thus, while some evidence of anoma-90

lies in transport has been presented, the relationships between various dynamical / transport pro-91

cesses and 3D trace gas evolution that lead to those anomalies is as yet unclear.92

Another aspect of transport was discussed by Curbelo et al. (2021), who used Lagrangian93

methods along with tagging parcels with MLS ozone values inside the vortex. They described94

an event during which the vortex split in two in the lower to middle stratosphere in late April. La-95

grangian transport calculations showed that while the smaller vortex remnant decayed, the larger96

vortex persisted for several more weeks in the lower stratosphere, confining air with depleted ozone97

until the final vortex breakup. That paper provides an example of how the details of transport within98

the vortex during one brief event were instrumental in determining aspects of ozone loss and the99

role of transport effects (e.g., dispersal from the vortex or lack thereof) in determining the fate100

of ozone-depleted vortex air.101

Beyond these indications of anomalies, transport throughout the polar stratosphere during102

the 2019/2020 winter has not to our knowledge previously reported in detail. The long-lived trace103

gases N2O, H2O, and CO measured by MLS (along with O3 in the upper troposphere / lower strato-104

sphere, UTLS) provide a suite of observations well-suited to this task, and these observations have105

been used in numerous previous studies of transport in the polar middle atmosphere (e.g., Man-106

ney, Harwood, et al., 2009; Manney, Schwartz, et al., 2009; Manney, Lawrence, Santee, Read,107

et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2011; McDonald & Smith, 2013; Tao et al., 2015; Harvey et al., 2018; War-108

gan et al., 2020). In this paper, we use these data, augmented by observations of CH4 from the109

Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment-Fourier Transform Spectrometer (ACE-FTS) and by me-110

teorological and chemical reanalysis data, to provide a broad overview of the striking anomalies111

in transport in and around the exceptional stratospheric polar vortex in 2019/2020.112

2 Data and Analysis113

2.1 MERRA-2 Data and Derived Products114

The Modern Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2)115

(Gelaro et al., 2017) produced by NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office is one of116

the current generation of reanalyses that provide meteorological data from comprehensive data117

assimilation systems at relatively high resolution. MERRA-2 uses 3D-Var assimilation with In-118

cremental Analysis Update (IAU) (Bloom et al., 1996) to constrain the analyses. The MERRA-2119

data products used here are provided every three hours on model levels and a 0.5◦ × 0.625◦ lat-120

itude/longitude grid (near the resolution of the “cubed-sphere” grid of the underlying atmospheric121
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model). The MERRA-2 vertical grid ranges from about 0.8 km spacing in the upper troposphere122

to about 1.8 km near the stratopause. The MERRA-2 “Assimilated” data collection (Global Mod-123

eling and Assimilation Office (GMAO), 2015) used here is recommended by GMAO for most124

studies, especially those involving transport (Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO),125

2017). MERRA-2 is one of several modern reanalyses that have been demonstrated to be suit-126

able for polar processing and stratospheric transport studies via intercomparisons of processes127

including mixing and horizontal and vertical transport (Fujiwara et al., 2022, see especially Chap-128

ters 5, 6, and 10, and references therein).129

Meteorological information is derived from MERRA-2 as described by Manney et al. (2007);130

Manney, Hegglin, et al. (2011), typically either interpolated to or derived at all satellite measure-131

ment locations and times. These fields are used not only for meteorological context, but also to132

produce vortex-averaged and equivalent latitude / potential temperature coordinate mappings of133

the satellite data as described below.134

2.2 Satellite Data135

Aura MLS (Waters et al., 2006) measures thermal emission of the atmosphere from the up-136

per troposphere into the mesosphere. The instrument, operating since mid-2004, makes day and137

night measurements between 82◦S and 82◦N along 15 orbits per day. Here we use version 5 MLS138

N2O, H2O, CO, and O3 (Lambert, Livesey, & Read, 2020; Lambert, Read, & Livesey, 2020; Schwartz,139

Pumphrey, et al., 2020; Schwartz, Froidevaux, et al., 2020; Livesey et al., 2020) from the 2004/2005140

through 2019/2020 Arctic winters to reveal signatures of the anomalous transport in 2019/2020.141

Recommended quality screening (Livesey et al., 2020) is applied to all MLS observations prior142

to further processing. The products used herein, comprising vortex-averaged and equivalent lat-143

itude / potential temperature mapped fields, are from the publicly available “Level 3” (L3) MLS144

datasets (Lambert et al., 2021b, 2021a; Schwartz, Pumphrey, et al., 2021; Schwartz, Froidevaux,145

et al., 2021; Livesey et al., 2020).146

ACE-FTS, on Canada’s SCISAT-1 satellite (Bernath et al., 2005), is a solar occultation sen-147

sor that makes sunrise and sunset measurements of many species, providing up to 30 high-resolution148

profiles per day, in an orbit optimized to highlight the polar regions in winter. In addition to show-149

ing consistency of ACE-FTS N2O, H2O and CO data with those from MLS, we augment the long-150

lived tracer measurements used here with ACE-FTS CH4. We use version 4.1 ACE-FTS retrievals151

(Boone et al., 2020), quality-screened using flags provided by the instrument team (P. E. Sheese152

et al., 2015; P. Sheese & Walker, 2020).153

2.3 M2-SCREAM Chemical Reanalysis154

In addition to the L3 MLS products derived directly from MLS “Level 2” (L2, along or-155

bit tracks) data and MERRA-2 meteorological information, we show some results for assimilated156

N2O and H2O from the recently available MERRA-2 Stratospheric Composition Reanalysis of157

Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (M2-SCREAM, Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO),158

2022), which is described in detail by Wargan et al. (2022, submitted to ESSD). This reanaly-159

sis assimilates version 4.2 MLS L2 H2O, N2O, HCl, HNO3, and ozone profiles (Livesey et al.,160

2018) using a constituent data assimilation system endowed with a full stratospheric chemistry161

module and driven by assimilated meteorological fields from MERRA-2. An earlier version of162

this assimilated product was used in a study of the 2019 Antarctic ozone hole (Wargan et al., 2020).163

As shown by Wargan et al. (2022), the assimilated species are in excellent agreement with MLS164

observations and realistically capture the spatial and temporal variability of these species. One165

advantage of the assimilated fields is that they provide synoptic high-resolution (same as that of166

MERRA-2 noted above) 3D gridded fields that are primarily controlled by the MLS observations.167
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2.4 Analysis Methods & Tools168

In addition to the MLS L3 products, and a similar product giving vortex averages of ACE-FTS169

data produced on the fly using the MERRA-2 derived meteorological products described in Sec-170

tion 2.1 above, we calculate several quantities that are relevant to assessing transport character-171

istics. Horizontal potential vorticity (PV) gradients and effective diffusivity (Keff, Nakamura, 1996)172

on isentropic surfaces derived from MERRA-2 provide indicators of mixing and transport bar-173

riers (e.g., Allen & Nakamura, 2003; Manney, Harwood, et al., 2009; Gille et al., 2014; Abalos174

et al., 2016; Manney & Lawrence, 2016). Diabatic heating rates from MERRA-2 and ensembles175

of thousands of trajectories provide information on diabatic descent, similar to that shown by Manney,176

Lawrence, Santee, Read, et al. (2015). The trajectories are calculated as in Lawrence et al. (2015)177

using MERRA-2 winds and diabatic heating rates as the inputs.178

The primary results presented here are time series of anomalies from the 2005–2020 cli-179

matology of the trace gases. MLS version 4 H2O and N2O showed an instrument-related drift180

over the mission that has been ameliorated in v5 for H2O, but only partially corrected for N2O181

(Livesey et al., 2021); MLS time series have therefore been detrended by removing a linear fit182

over the mission to the L3 data for each day of year (for consistency, we detrend all species). For183

clarity, we focus in on 2010/2011 through 2019/2020 in the figures. 2010/2011 and 2015/2016184

are of particular interest to compare with 2019/2020 because of the exceptionally strong and cold185

polar vortices in those years. For different reasons, 2012/2013 and 2013/2014 also provide valu-186

able comparisons with 2018/2019 and 2019/2020. As discussed further below, this range of years187

covers those with the largest anomalies in the long-lived trace gas records we study herein.188

“Level 3” products based on MLS data (described above in sections 2.2 and 2.3), that is,189

gridded products derived from the measurements along the orbit tracks, are critical to transport190

studies such as those herein. Both the MLS L3 products that provide a vortex-centered view (that191

is, vortex averages and equivalent latitude time series) and the high-resolution synoptic fields from192

the M2-SCREAM assimilated fields are invaluable in obtaining a view of transport that is con-193

tinuous and well-resolved in space and time.194

3 Overview of Fall/Winter/Spring Transport195

Vortex averages of long-lived tracers throughout the stratosphere give a broad overview of196

transport within the vortex. Figure 1 shows cross-sections of v5 MLS H2O, N2O, and CO for 2010–197

2020. MLS vortex-averaged N2O in 2019/2020 shows strong low anomalies in early winter be-198

tween about 500 K and 700 K, which appear to progress downwards from the time of vortex for-199

mation through about mid-February, extending down to near 400 K by that time (note that 400 K200

is typically near or just below the lowest level at which the v5 N2O data are considered scien-201

tifically useful). After that time, low anomalies persist and strengthen below about 550 K, and202

strengthen again at higher levels, up to about 700 K, in late February.203

The evolution of vortex-averaged MLS H2O shows nearly a mirror image of that in N2O,204

with high instead of low anomalies. The high H2O anomalies, however, never extend as low as205

400 K and show an abrupt shift to near-zero or slightly low anomalies at the beginning of Febru-206

ary around 450–500 K. This is consistent with the results of Manney et al. (2020), who showed207

that temperatures were below the ice polar stratospheric cloud threshold during this period and208

H2O values abruptly decreased in the coldest portion of the vortex.209

In 2010/2011, the previous Arctic winter with the strongest and most persistent stratospheric210

polar vortex, the anomalies in N2O and H2O are not obviously similar to those in 2019/2020, with211

slight high N2O anomalies below about 700 K in early winter 2010/2011 (accompanying H2O212

anomalies are near-zero), and descending low (high) anomalies in N2O (H2O) in the middle strato-213

sphere beginning in January 2011. Note that, in 2018/2019, a major sudden stratospheric warm-214

ing (SSW) occurred in early January (e.g., Butler et al., 2020), resulting in very high (low) N2O215

(H2O) anomalies in spring 2019; a similar event and pattern of anomalies occurred in the 2012/2013216

winter (Manney, Lawrence, Santee, Livesey, et al., 2015). We will return to this point below.217
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Figure 1. Time series of detrended anomalies from the 2005–2020 climatology of vortex-averaged MLS v5

H2O, N2O, and CO, shown for the 2010/2011 through 2019/2020 winters.

MLS vortex-averaged CO is shown over a vertical range from the lower stratosphere to the218

lower mesosphere (Figure 1). The largest signal in CO is from descent from the mesospheric vor-219

tex into the stratospheric vortex, which begins in fall (e.g., Manney, Harwood, et al., 2009; Man-220

ney, Lawrence, Santee, Read, et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2009; McDonald & Smith, 2013; Harvey221

et al., 2018). Large interannual and intraseasonal variability in this descent results from strato-222

spheric and mesospheric polar vortex variations, and these differences (especially in vortex po-223

sition and temporal evolution), coupled with near-zero CO abundances outside the vortex, lead224

to anomalies that can alternate rapidly from very high to very low. However, the envelope of anoma-225

lies that extend below the middle stratosphere provides a good indication of interannual varia-226

tions in the overall winter-long descent from the mesosphere. 2019/2020 is remarkable in this227

respect, showing descent of high CO to the lowest altitudes seen in the Aura MLS record. A sim-228

ilar pattern of anomalies was seen in 2010/2011, although the envelope is not fully defined in that229

year because of the MLS data gap from late March to mid-April; nevertheless, at the time of the230

onset of that gap, high CO anomalies already extended to lower levels in 2020 than in 2011. High231

CO anomalies extending to similarly low altitudes (but of smaller magnitude) were also seen in232

2014/2015, a winter characterized by a prolonged period with anomalously strong descent within233

an unusually strong (but not cold) vortex (Manney, Lawrence, Santee, Read, et al., 2015). The234

early January SSWs in 2013 and 2019 resulted in the opposite extremes, with low anomalies in235

overall winter descent of CO (and subsequent lower mesosphere/upper stratosphere high anoma-236

lies as descent from the mesosphere intensifies during reformation of the upper stratospheric vor-237

tex, as described for 2013 and earlier events by, e.g., Manney, Schwartz, et al., 2009; Manney,238

Lawrence, Santee, Read, et al., 2015; Harvey et al., 2018). ¿239

We confirm and augment the vortex-averaged results from MLS using ACE-FTS data. As240

discussed by Manney et al. (2007) and Santee et al. (2008), “vortex averages” from ACE-FTS241

are typically not representative of the entire vortex (particularly when is it more circular and pole-242

centered as it was in 2019/2020), since the occultations (sunrise or sunset) are made at one lat-243

itude each day. Figure 2 shows a representative example at one level comparing MLS and ACE-FTS244

vortex averages of the species discussed herein, along with time series of the number of ACE-FTS245

measurements obtained within the vortex each day, and the average sPV (scaled PV, e.g., Dunker-246
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Figure 2. Time series at 620 K showing the number and sPV values of ACE-FTS measurements within the

vortex, along with MLS v5 and ACE-FTS v4 N2O, H2O, CH4 (ACE-FTS only), and CO, for the 2004/2005

through 2019/2020 Arctic winters. 2010/2011, 2015/2016, and 2019/2020 are highlighted in green, cyan, and

black, respectively, and are omitted from the ranges and means over the other years. Light tan shading shows

date ranges in 2019–2020 with six or more ACE-FTS measurements within the vortex. Grey shaded regions

on the panels with MLS data show the MLS range; on ACE-FTS-only panels, thick grey lines show the mean

over the years that are not highlighted and thin grey lines indicate the range of values over the those years.

(Note that MLS values here are not detrended, so they may show apparent inconsistencies with the detrended

anomalies.) The horizontal line on the upper left denotes six measurements inside the vortex; the horizontal

line on the upper right demarks the sPV value used for the vortex edge.

ton & Delisi, 1986; Manney et al., 1994) values of those measurements. The latter quantity pro-247

vides a measure of how far inside the vortex the measurements are. Because the ACE-FTS or-248

bit repeats nearly the same sampling each year, the overall patterns are similar most of the time249

but do vary depending on the vortex size, shape, and position (the average over the mission is shown250

in panels that do not also show MLS data). In 2019/2020, the only extended periods of more than251

a few days with more than six measurements per day within the vortex are during early Novem-252

ber, late January to late February, and mid-February to late March. During those periods, the MLS253

and ACE-FTS trace gas measurements generally show consistent time evolution for the species254

shown.255

Cross-sections of vortex-averaged ACE-FTS N2O and H2O (Fig. 3) generally show behav-256

ior that is consistent with that seen in MLS. These fields come closest to representing the same257

conditions as those from MLS in the periods shown above when there are most ACE-FTS mea-258

surements inside the vortex and those measurements are situated toward the interior of the vor-259

tex and away from its edge. With this caveat in mind, the ACE-FTS H2O and N2O vortex aver-260

ages show good agreement with those from MLS from the lower through the middle stratosphere.261

Above about 800 K, ACE-FTS shows high H2O anomalies in 2019/2020 at times / heights where262

MLS shows (typically weak) negative anomalies; similar features with low anomalies in MLS263

fields but high ones in ACE-FTS fields are seen in several previous seasons (e.g., for the years264

shown here, in 2014/2015, 2016/2017, and 2017/2018), especially in spring. Examination of lev-265

els above those shown here indicates that the difference between MLS and ACE-FTS H2O in 2019/2020266

extends from about 800 K through 1200 K. It is likely that this is primarily related to the inter-267
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Figure 3. Time series of anomalies from the 2005–2020 climatology of vortex-averaged ACE-FTS v4.1

H2O, N2O, and CH4, shown for the 2010/2011 through 2019/2020 winters.

play between instrumental sampling patterns and vortex variations (arising from minor warm-268

ings or earlier onset of disturbances leading to its final breakup in the upper stratosphere) that269

change the relationship between the MLS and ACE data coverage. Vortex-averaged CO from MLS270

and ACE-FTS agree well during periods when ACE-FTS has relatively good vortex sampling (see271

Fig. 2 and discussion above), consistent with good agreement in cross-sections of vortex-averaged272

CO anomalies from the two instruments (not shown). Because N2O and CH4 are both long-lived273

tracers with tropospheric sources, their vertical and horizontal gradients are in the same direc-274

tion; thus the very similar patterns in ACE-FTS CH4 anomalies confirm the patterns seen in N2O275

from both instruments and add further weight to the supposition that these anomalies arise from276

unusual transport within the vortex.277

To provide a more complete view of the transport anomalies associated with the 2019/2020278

Arctic vortex in a hemispheric context, Figs. 4 through 7 show detrended MLS anomalies from279

climatology as a function of equivalent latitude (the latitude that would enclose the same area be-280

tween it and the pole as a given PV contour, Butchart & Remsberg, 1986) and time at several lev-281

els. To relate the observed patterns to mixing and transport barriers, we also show anomalies in282

Keff and in horizontal sPV gradients calculated from MERRA-2.283

At 500 K (Fig. 4), 2019/2020 shows the largest negative anomalies in Keff and positive anoma-284

lies in sPV gradients in the years of the Aura mission, with these anomalies becoming apparent285

as soon as the vortex forms, around late November at this level. 2010/2011 shows similar anoma-286

lies, but they are weaker and not consistently negative (positive) for Keff (sPV gradients) before287

mid-January. In 2013/2014, another winter with a relatively robust vortex throughout the season,288

a pattern of anomalies similar to that in 2019/2020 is evident until an earlier vortex breakup. The289

opposite extreme is seen in the 2012/2013 and 2018/2019 winters, both of which show large-magnitude290

weak vortex anomalies (high Keff, low sPV gradients) after SSWs followed by brief periods of291

inverse anomalies in spring when the vortices partially reform.292

Consistent with the exceptional vortex confinement, H2O and N2O anomalies in 2019/2020293

at 500 K (Fig. 4) are high and low, respectively, throughout the period when the vortex exists, with294

the strongest anomalies in spring (when the vortex has already broken up or is breaking up in most295
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Figure 4. Time series at 500 K (about 20–21 km) of anomalies from the 2005–2020 climatology of

MERRA-2 effective diffusivity (Keff) and detrended MLS v5 H2O and N2O, shown for the 2010/2011

through 2019/2020 winters. Black overlays are scaled PV (sPV) contours of 1.4 and 1.8 ×10−4 s−1, de-

marking the vortex edge region. Cyan (yellow) overlays on the Keff anomaly plots are positive (negative)

anomalies from climatology of horizontal sPV gradient with respect to equivalent latitude.

previous years). Similar (though weaker) spring anomalies are seen in 2011, but they followed296

weak anomalies of the opposite in early winter, consistent with the later onset of anomalous vor-297

tex strength in that winter than in 2019/2020. The hemispheric patterns of N2O in early 2013 through298

spring 2014 are remarkably similar to those in early 2019 through spring 2020, with pervasive299

high N2O anomalies throughout the hemisphere starting in January 2013 and 2019 and persist-300

ing outside the vortex through the early months of 2014 and 2020; anomalies of opposite sign301

are also seen in H2O, though the anomalies are both weaker and arise slightly later in 2013 than302

in 2019. Though the 2013/2014 vortex was not as strong or long-lived as that in 2019/2020, it303

also was characterized by high (low) H2O (N2O) anomalies through most of the winter. This pat-304

tern could arise either from exclusion of low (high) H2O (N2O) values from the vortex as it formed305

or from descent of anomalous values from above (resulting from either stronger descent or more306

extreme values at higher levels). Together with the anomalies in mixing and transport barriers,307

the patterns of transport in the entire extratropical Northern Hemisphere at this level from early308

2013 through spring 2014 are remarkably similar to those from early 2019 through spring 2020.309

(Several other January SSWs occurred in the Aura timeframe in addition to those in 2013 and310

2019, but none of the others showed patterns similar to these in relation to the following winters,311

nor pervasive hemispheric anomalies persisting from one winter to the next.)312

A similar overall picture is seen in 2019/2020 at 620 K (Fig. 5), with a corresponding pat-313

tern of anomalies in Keff and sPV gradients. However, at this level pervasive low anomalies in314

N2O and (weaker) high anomalies in H2O appear in spring 2019 and persist through that sum-315

mer and into fall throughout the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics. Conversely, patterns in spring316

through fall 2013 at this level shows high N2O anomalies similar to those at 500 K and weak H2O317

anomalies that shift from negative to positive depending on the time. Thus at 620 K, fall 2019318

is unique in that the vortex develops in an environment with existing N2O and H2O anomalies319
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Figure 5. As in Fig. 4, but at 620 K (about 24–25 km) and also showing MLS v5 CO anomalies.

of the same sign as those that would be expected to develop via descent within an exceptionally320

strong (and hence less permeable) vortex.321

Figure 5 also shows CO anomalies. Consistent with the particularly long-lived vortices,322

strong high CO anomalies are seen in the springs of 2011, 2014, and (the strongest) 2020. Sim-323

ilar high anomalies are seen in 2012 and 2015; though the vortices in those winters were not over-324

all as continuously robust or long-lived as in the years mentioned above, they did have relatively325

late breakups at this level. Thus in all of the years with high CO anomalies, descent within the326

confined vortex persisted longer, allowing larger abundances to reach lower altitudes. These anoma-327

lies are associated with high anomalies that spread through the hemisphere as the vortex breaks328

up in spring. The opposite extreme is seen in spring 2013 and 2019, with low CO anomalies in329

the vortex because the signature of confined descent was interrupted by SSWs and consequent330

dispersal of low anomalies as the vortex breaks up. The timing of onset of the high CO anoma-331

lies varies among the years shown here, but is earliest in 2015 and 2020, implying either larger332

mid-winter through spring descent rates (as was the case in 2015, Manney, Lawrence, Santee,333

Read, et al., 2015) or descent of higher values.334

The patterns of long-lived trace gas anomalies evolve gradually with increasing height. Mov-335

ing up to 700 K (Fig. 6), the anomalies in 2018/2019 through 2019/2020 are similar to those at336

620 K. At this level (unlike at 620 K), 2012/2013 through 2013/2014 show patterns of both H2O337

and N2O anomalies that parallel those in 2018/2019 through 2019/2020: high (low) anomalies338

in H2O (N2O) appear from the subtropics through midlatitudes (below 60◦N equivalent latitude)339

shortly after the SSWs (and accompanying anomalies of the opposite sign). These anomalies progress340

to fill middle to polar latitudes (near 40◦N equivalent latitude to the pole) in spring and persist341

through summer and the following fall. While there were generally high (low) H2O (N2O) anoma-342

lies in the vortex throughout its existence in both 2013/2014 and 2019/2020, they were much weaker343
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Figure 6. As in Fig. 5, but at 700 K (about 27–28 km).

than at lower levels and showed brief periods of near-zero or oppositely signed anomalies. Sim-344

ilar patterns in H2O and N2O are seen at higher levels through about 1000 K. The patterns of CO345

anomalies are similar to those already discussed at 620 K (except in 2015 when they were less346

persistent at this level), with the strongest anomalies again seen in 2020; these patterns of CO anoma-347

lies are also similar at higher altitudes.348

Figure 7 shows a view of the upper stratosphere (N2O is not shown at this level because349

most values are low enough that they are near / less than the precision of the MLS measurements350

even in these daily averages). At this level, 2019/2020 does not stand out as having a unique pat-351

tern of anomalies. As seen in the sPV contours and gradients and in Keff, most winters show both352

strong and weak vortex anomalies at different times throughout the season. The timing of the vor-353

tex breakup in spring (as indicated by the overlaid sPV contours) is not unusual in either 2011354

or 2020 at this level. As seen in the Keff anomalies, both 2010/2011 and 2019/2020 are among355

the years with minor SSWs in January or February with effects that were confined to / above the356

upper stratosphere. Upper stratospheric and mesospheric disturbances in late January to Febru-357

ary 2020 are discussed by Ma et al. (2022) and Lukianova et al. (2021); while similar disturbances358

often precede major SSWs, both studies discussed conditions surrounding these events that fa-359

cilitated the persistence of the exceptionally strong vortex at lower altitude, in the middle and lower360

stratosphere. Consistent with the unremarkable vortex evolution at this altitude, the behavior of361

MLS CO and H2O was not particularly unusual 2019/2020. That 2019/2020 does not stand out362

at this level indicates that the uniquely strong trace gas anomalies in the middle and lower strato-363

sphere in that year do not result directly from descent of upper-stratospheric or mesospheric anoma-364

lies.365
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Figure 7. As in Fig. 5, but at 1200 K (about 38–40 km) and showing only MLS v5 CO and H2O. sPV

gradient contour interval is twice that at the lower levels.

4 Discussion366

4.1 Vortex Development and Confined Transport in Fall through Midwinter367

The patterns of unusually low N2O and high H2O in the middle and lower stratospheric368

vortex in fall through midwinter appear to be consistent with either anomalies in descent within369

the vortex (either via more diabatic descent or descent of air already lower (higher) in N2O (H2O))370

or with less mixing than is typical of extra-vortex air into the vortex.371

An overview of diabatic descent anomalies is given in Fig. 8, which shows differences from372

climatology in descent rate (total diabatic heating; negative values indicate diabatic descent) from373

MERRA-2 in recent winters. The anomalies in descent rates in fall to early winter (through mid-374

dle to late December) are typically small and do not stand out as unusual in 2019/2020 or in 2010/2011375

(for instance, compare the rates in those years with the consistently stronger descent in fall 2011376

and consistently weaker descent in fall 2016). In both the 2010/2011 and 2019/2020 fall / early377

winter periods, anomalies vary from weakly negative to weakly positive from week to week. A378

similar pattern was seen in the 2015/2016 middle and lower stratosphere until late February, when379

the behavior of the until-then record-cold vortex began to diverge from that in the years that re-380

mained cold much later into spring. Starting in February in both 2010/2011 and 2019/2020, anoma-381

lously strong descent is seen in the middle to upper stratosphere (above about 700 K). There was382

a brief increase in anomalous descent (larger negative values) in 2019/2020 concurrent with the383

early February 2020 minor SSW that affected the upper stratosphere and mesosphere. This overview384

of diabatic heating/cooling averaged within the vortex does not support significant anomalies in385

descent rates in fall through midwinter in 2019/2020. This is consistent with the evidence shown386

above that the trace gas anomalies are largely confined to the middle and lower stratosphere and387

do not arise primarily from anomalous descent.388

Because the vortex-averaged gridded descent rate values shown above do not necessarily389

represent the rates experienced by individual air parcels as they move around within, or in some390

cases (particularly in fall) are entrained into, the vortex, we also examine the history of air parcels391

within the vortex on several days for 2019/2020 compared with previous winters during the Aura392
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Figure 8. Cross-sections of anomalies from the 2005–2020 climatology of vortex-averaged diabatic heat-

ing/cooling rates from MERRA-2 for October through April in 2010/2011 through 2019/2020. Rates are

expressed as dln(θ)/dt. Overlaid lines mark 500, 620, and 700 K. Note that the color scale has been inverted

(negative values are reds) to emphasize anomalies indicating unusually strong descent.
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mission; Fig. 9 shows representative examples. Neither lower nor middle stratospheric descent393

in early winter (through December) shows strong interannual variability, nor do any of the four394

cold winters highlighted show consistently atypical behavior. Interannual variability is much larger395

throughout the midwinter to spring period, but, again, 2019/2020 does not stand out as showing396

particularly anomalous descent. Parcels inside the vortex at 800 K at the end of January 2020 had,397

indeed, experienced unusually strong descent in early through mid-November 2019, but, since398

H2O anomalies at higher levels (e.g., see Fig. 7) were slightly low prior to and during vortex de-399

velopment in 2019, the atypical early-winter descent could not explain the high H2O anomalies400

within the vortex at lower levels. (In addition, even stronger descent was experienced at that time401

by parcels at 800 K at the end of January 2011, when there was no such signature of anomalous402

descent.) These more quantitative results are consistent with Figs. 1 and 3 in that anomalous val-403

ues of the vortex-averaged trace gases were apparent as soon as the vortex formed and appeared404

to descend at a fairly typical rate. The descent rates shown here also appear to be consistent with405

calculations of vortex-averaged descent from MLS N2O done by Manney et al. (2020), which406

did not show obvious anomalies in 2020.407

Regarding the possible role of mixing, the Keff panels in Figs. 4 through 6 (and up through408

about 1000 K, not shown) do show negative anomalies (and positive sPV gradient anomalies) in-409

dicating reduced mixing starting in November, while the vortex is still developing / strengthen-410

ing. These anomalies are, however, relatively small until the end of 2019. Thus, although less411

mixing into the vortex might have contributed to the early-winter anomalies, the most likely ori-412

gin for them appears to be the entrainment into the vortex above about 650 K of already anoma-413

lous H2O and above about 600 K of already anomalous N2O abundances, followed by descent414

(at a relatively typical rate) of those anomalies to lower levels.415

Figure 6 shows clearly that the high (low) H2O (N2O) anomalies that were entrained into416

the vortex in fall 2019 (and also in fall 2013) arose during the winter to spring of those years fol-417

lowing a brief period of anomalies of the opposite sign immediately after early-January major418

SSWs. The low (high) H2O (N2O) anomalies immediately following the SSWs are consistent419

with enhanced mixing of extra-vortex air into high latitudes as the vortex weakens or breaks down420

and are also seen following other strong SSWs in the Aura record (e.g., the later January 2006421

and 2009 SSWs (not shown), Manney, Harwood, et al., 2009; Manney, Schwartz, et al., 2009).422

The subsequent rapid onset of high (low) H2O (N2O) anomalies, beginning concurrently with423

the SSWs at low equivalent latitudes and spreading through the Northern Hemisphere by April424

(when the vortex disappears), is seen in the Aura record only in 2013 and 2019. While investi-425

gation of the causes of these unusual spring-through-fall trace gas anomalies is beyond the scope426

of this paper, ongoing studies suggest a relationship with Quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) phase.427

These two years show westerly shear in QBO winds near 600–700 K during the Northern Hemi-428

sphere fall and early winter, in contrast to other years in the record, in which the shear is east-429

erly or close to neutral. This westerly shear (along with vortex disruption by early SSWs) may430

be responsible for the high (low) H2O (N2O) anomalies that propagate from the tropics poleward,431

consistent with known QBO tracer transport effects (e.g., Baldwin et al., 2001).432

4.2 Vortex Persistence and Breakup in Spring433

In contrast to the evolution of long-lived trace gas anomalies in fall and early winter, their434

persistence and progression from mid-February through the vortex breakup in spring is best ex-435

plained by the unprecedented strength of the vortex in 2020 and consequent inhibition of mix-436

ing between vortex and extravortex air. As can be seen in the overlaid sPV contours in Figs. 4437

through 6, the vortex persisted through April in the middle stratosphere and into May in the lower438

stratosphere. Figure 10 shows maps of N2O and H2O from the M2-SCREAM chemical reanal-439

ysis during the period leading up to the vortex breakup in 2019/2020 at one level in the middle440

stratosphere (700 K) and one level in the lower stratosphere (520 K), providing a high-resolution441

view of the breakup and the fate of the vortex remnants in fields with information content based442

primarily on MLS data.443
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Figure 9. Descent over the preceding 90 days to 800 K (top pairs of panels) and 520 K (bottom pairs of

panels) on the final day, from 1 December (left) and 1 February (right) for 800 K and from 1 January (left)

and 30 March (right) for 520 K, from back-trajectory calculations initialized on a dense equal-area grid

throughout the vortex (see text, Section 2). Grey shading shows the range for 2004/2005 through 2018/2019,

excluding the years that are highlighted (2010/2011, 2013/2014, 2015/2016, and 2019/2020); white solid

line shows the mean and white dashed lines the one standard deviation range. Top panel in each pair shows

the overall descent; bottom panel shows the descent rate (dθ/dt) calculated from that. The number of parcels

inside the vortex on the initialization (latest) date in each year is shown to the right of each set of panels; since

the initialization grid is equal-area, this value indicates the relative size of the vortex on the initialization day.
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A vortex-split event occurred in the middle and lower stratosphere around 22 April 2020444

(the second day shown here), in the period leading to the vortex breakup. In their analysis of this445

event, Curbelo et al. (2021) focused on transport within the vortex at a level near that shown for446

the lower stratosphere here, identifying transfer of air from well inside the main (larger) vortex447

to the offspring vortex. Though they did not describe transport into or out of the vortex, their re-448

sults are consistent with what we see here; that is, into late April in the middle stratosphere and449

about mid-May in the lower stratosphere, the air within the vortex is extremely well-confined,450

with very little evidence of dispersal from the vortex. In the middle stratosphere, filaments are451

being drawn off the vortex by mid-April (14 April is shown here) but, except for these narrow452

filaments, the gradients across the edge of the vortex or its main remnant remain very strong through453

early May, and a vortex remnant of substantial size persists through about 8 May 2020 at 700 K.454

In the lower stratosphere, the vortex (or sizeable remnants thereof) remains well-defined and con-455

tinues to have exceptionally strong trace gas gradients across its edge through mid-May (e.g., 16 May456

shown here); by 8 May there are suggestions of a small amount of mixing of lower (higher) N2O457

(H2O) air out of the vortex associated with some filamentation, but only a small amount of ma-458

terial is likely carried by these streamers. The surviving (larger) vortex after the 22 April split459

moves over Siberia and Asia. Curbelo et al. (2021) show that the lowest ozone mixing ratios re-460

main in that main vortex during the split; the position of the vortex, and after the split the posi-461

tion of this larger remnant, is consistent with the substantial low anomalies in column O3 (and462

accompanying high anomalies in surface ultraviolet radiation) seen in that region in May 2020463

monthly means (Bernhard et al., 2020).464

4.3 Related Upper Troposphere / Lower Stratosphere Composition Anomalies465

Anomalies in the stratospheric polar vortex (both SSWs and strong vortex states, though466

the former have been far more studied) have been shown to be linked to circulation anomalies467

extending down to the surface (Kidston et al., 2015; Domeisen & Butler, 2020, and references468

therein). Stratospheric polar vortex composition variability can also strongly influence extratrop-469

ical stratosphere/troposphere exchange (STE); for example, Albers et al. (2018) showed that ozone470

concentrations in the lower stratospheric reservoir in spring are a critical factor controlling the471

amount of ozone transport into the troposphere through the following summer. We thus briefly472

examine how ozone anomalies associated with the exceptional strength of the Arctic stratospheric473

vortex in 2019/2020 may be reflected in UTLS fields.474

Figure 11 shows equivalent latitude time series of O3 at three levels in the UTLS. At 370 K,475

the tropopause crosses isentropic surface just north of 30◦N, so the extratropics are in the low-476

ermost stratosphere. Strong low anomalies in O3 are seen in winter/spring 2016 and 2020; the477

somewhat weaker low anomalies in spring 2011 are consistent with the ozone loss peaking at and478

extending to lower altitudes in 2020 than in 2011, and suggests that chemical loss extends down479

to this level in 2020. Indeed, (Wohltmann et al., 2020, 2021) showed evidence that chemical loss480

in 2020 extended down to at least 370 K, below which their calculations were not robust, and Manney481

et al. (2020) showed chemical ozone loss in 2020, but not that in 2011, extending below 400 K.482

Fig. 8 shows small but persistent low anomalies in descent at and below 400 K in February through483

April 2020, and similar anomalies in February through March 2011, and February through mid-484

March in 2016 and 2014. This suggests that weaker than usual descent contributes to the lower485

370 K ozone in addition to descent of lower ozone abundances and some in situ chemical loss.486

In 2011 and 2020 the low ozone anomalies persisted into summer, indicating very low ozone in487

the lowermost stratospheric reservoir.488

At 330 K and 340 K (Fig. 11), strongest low ozone anomalies are seen in late 2019/2020489

and persist into spring after the overlying stratospheric vortex has broken up. The extension of490

these anomalies across the tropopause suggests an impact on extratropical STE. High anoma-491

lies in 2013 and 2019, and at higher equivalent latitudes or for shorter periods in 2015 and 2018,492

are consistent with the higher ozone values in the overlying stratosphere resulting from a vari-493

ety of SSWs (e.g., Manney, Lawrence, Santee, Livesey, et al., 2015; Manney, Lawrence, Santee,494

Read, et al., 2015; Butler et al., 2020). They also appear (except in 2015) to be accompanied by495
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Figure 11. Equivalent latitude time series for 2010/2011–2019/2020 showing ozone at 370 K (top), 340

(center), and 330 K (these levels span approximately 10 to 15 km altitude). Black contour shows location of

4.5 PVU dynamical tropopause.

transport of anomalously high ozone into the troposphere, consistent with the findings of Albers496

et al. (2018). The origin of the high O3 anomalies in early 2011 is unclear, as overlying strato-497

spheric ozone was unusually low; further investigations beyond the scope of this paper will be498

required to understand this feature.499

5 Summary and Conclusions500

Aura MLS measurements, along with measurements from ACE-FTS and reanalyses, are501

used to give a comprehensive overview of anomalous transport in and around the exceptionally502

strong Arctic stratospheric polar vortex in the 2019/2020 fall, winter, and spring, in comparison503

with previous winters in the MLS and ACE-FTS records. Unique anomalies are seen, particu-504

larly in the lower and middle stratosphere, in the distributions of long-lived trace gases includ-505

ing N2O, H2O, CO, and (from ACE-FTS) CH4 throughout the vortex season from before its de-506

velopment to after its breakup in spring. Our major findings include:507

The Arctic stratospheric polar vortex in 2019/2020 was the strongest in the Aura record508

according to numerous metrics (see also Lawrence et al., 2020, for discussion of vortex strength509

in relation to longer-term records). We showed herein low anomalies in effective diffusivity through-510

out the vortex season, with the largest low anomalies on record from December or January (de-511

pending on the level) through the late vortex breakup in spring. These, coupled with the strongest512

potential vorticity gradients on record during the same period, indicate strongly inhibited mix-513

ing between vortex and extravortex air. This unprecedented vortex confinement extended from514

the lower (below 400 K) through the middle stratosphere (up to about 1000 K).515

Record-low anomalies in N2O and high anomalies in H2O were seen throughout the sea-516

son in the lower through middle stratosphere. Such anomalies could arise either from anomalous517

descent (which in turn could arise either from the rates or the abundances of trace gases being518

carried down or both) or from the inhibited mixing described above. In fall and early winter, the519

strongest low anomalies are found between about 550 K and 800 K and appear to progress down-520
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ward with time through January 2020. Examination of descent during this period indicates that521

the proximate cause of the fall/winter anomalies and their subsequent descent was not anoma-522

lous descent rates but rather the descent of low (high) N2O (H2O) values that were entrained dur-523

ing vortex development from anomalies already pervading the northern extratropics through the524

preceding summer and into the fall. These preexisting anomalies appear to be associated with525

anomalous values that developed following the early January SSW in 2019, which may result526

from westerly shear associated with the QBO near 600–700 K at the beginning of those winters.527

Similar but weaker anomalies were seen following the SSW in early January 2013; they also per-528

sisted through that summer and the vortex development in fall 2013. Understanding the mech-529

anisms responsible for such long-lasting anomalies that persist from spring through fall is a sub-530

ject of ongoing research.531

The anomalies in spring 2020 arise primarily from the record-breaking strength and per-532

sistence of the vortex, via the inhibition of mixing between vortex and extravortex air, and the533

longest persistence of that transport barrier on record in the Arctic in over 40 years (Lawrence534

et al., 2020). Anomalies resulting from the remarkably impermeable and long-lived Arctic vor-535

tex include not only the persistence of strong low (high) N2O (H2O) anomalies, but also high CO536

anomalies extending down to about 600 K arising from the extreme inhibition of mixing between537

vortex and extravortex air as CO descended from the mesosphere through the upper stratosphere.538

Examination of high-resolution maps of assimilated MLS N2O and H2O showed exceptionally539

effective confinement of trace gases within the middle (lower) stratospheric vortex through late540

April (mid-May) 2020. The main lower-stratospheric vortex remnant (containing the air most541

depleted in ozone Curbelo et al., 2021) lingered over Siberia and Asia through mid-May, con-542

sistent with the location of May column ozone anomalies.543

Trace gas anomalies in the upper stratosphere, as well as many of those in the UTLS, were544

less remarkable and not obviously specifically related to the exceptionally strong polar vortex.545

Transport of O3 and O3 STE, however, were strongly affected by the record-low ozone in the reser-546

voir in the lowermost stratosphere that may be transported into the troposphere.547

The dramatic transport anomalies linked to the exceptionally strong and persistent 2019/2020548

stratospheric polar vortex could only be diagnosed using a long record of daily global measure-549

ments of long-lived trace gases such as that from MLS. These long-lived trace gas measurements550

(augmented by sparser measurements from ACE-FTS), and reanalyses assimilating them, are in-551

valuable tools for understanding the interannual variability of and changes in transport. Under-552

standing of these transport effects is in turn critical to understanding chemical and radiative pro-553

cesses (e.g., ozone depletion and changes in trace gas distributions that have large radiative im-554

pacts), as well as to improving our ability to model these processes.555

6 Open Research556

The data used herein are publicly available as follows:557

• MERRA-2: (Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO), 2015)558

https://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/uui/datasets?keywords=%22MERRA-2%22559

• Aura MLS Level-2 and Level-3 data: (Lambert, Read, & Livesey, 2020; Lambert, Livesey,560

& Read, 2020; Lambert et al., 2021b, 2021a; Schwartz, Pumphrey, et al., 2020; Schwartz,561

Froidevaux, et al., 2020; Schwartz, Pumphrey, et al., 2021; Schwartz, Froidevaux, et al.,562

2021)563

https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets?page=1&keywords=AURA%20MLS564

• ACE-FTS v4.1 data: http://www.ace.uwaterloo.ca (registration required)565

• ACE-FTS v4.1 error flags: https://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/api/access/566

dataset/:persistentId/versions/:latest?persistentId=doi:10.5683/SP2/567

BC4ATC568

• MLS & ACE-FTS derived meteorological products: https://mls.jpl.nasa.gov/eos569

-aura-mls/dmp (registration required).570
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• M2-SCREAM: (Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO), 2022)571

(URL to be activated before 8 July)572
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